
 [00:00]  
 
[មុនីវង់ េដ/រមកពីផ4ះ េដ/ម6ីសំេល:ងពូេ<]  
[CM walks from his house to sharpen his axe.] 
 
[00:13]   
 
ៃថUេនះអផWX កYស់! ខ\ ] ំចង់េធ̀/អងa bចពីរឬបីេដ/ម6ីឱfបងយកេhលក់។ ខ\ ] jំតlវសំេល:ងពូេ< 
េmយnរoអត់សូវមុត។ ខ\ ] ំjតlវសំេល:ង េដ/ម6ីឱfpត់ឬសWីjសqល។  
Today I am bored. I want to make a few Angkuoch for my brother to sell. I have to 
sharpen an axe first, as it is not sharp enough. I have to sharpen it to make it easier to 
cut the bamboo.  
 
[00:24]  
 
[មុនីវង ់សំេល:ងpំបិតែក6រ�ងទឹកេjpយផ4ះរបស់�ត់]  
[CM sharpens an axe at the back of his house]  
 
[00:35] 
 
ប�4 ប់ពីសំេល:ងមុតេហ/យ ខ\ ] ំjតlវpប់េដ/មឬសWីេដ/ម6ីេធ̀/អងa bច។  
After sharpening it, I have to cut down a bamboo tree for making the Angkuoch.  
 
[00:38]  
 
[មុនីវង់ េដ/រ សំេ�េhេដ/មឬសWីេmយ�នរYែដក និងពូេ<ក� ]ងៃដ] 
[CM heads off to cut the bamboo with a metal hacksaw and an axe his in hands]  
 
[00:44]  
 
[មុនីវង ់េដ/រpត់oលែjសេដ/ម6ីសំេ�េhរកេដ/មឬសWី]  
[CM walks across a rice field towards the place where he wants to cut the bamboo]  
 
[01:07]  
 
[មុនីវង់ �នមកដល់គុម�ឬសWីធំមួយ]  
[CM arrives at the place where there is a clump of bamboo]  
 
[01:16]  
 
ប�4 ប់ពីpរសំេល:ងpំបិត (ពូេ<) ខ\ ] ំ�ប់េផ�/មpប់េដ/មឬសWីេដ/ម6ីេធ̀/អងa bច។ 
ខ\ ] ំjតlវេរ �សឬសWីែដល�ស់ សj�ប់េធ̀/ឱfo�នសេម�ងលឺល� ។ អ�� ឹងខ\ ] ំ�ប់េផ�/មpប់! 
ឬសWីេនះខ\ ] ំ�នេរ �សរចួេហ/យ ឬសWីេដ/មេនះ�នលក�ណៈ�ស់ េហ/យoេjទតមកjnប់ 
េធ̀/ឱfខ\ ] ំjសqលpប់oែដរ។ ដូេច�ះ ខ\ ] ំpប់មួយេដ/មេនះ។  
After sharpening an axe, I am starting to cut down the bamboo stem for making 
Angkuoch. I choose an old bamboo stem to make [Angkuoch] because it helps the 
Angkuoch to produce a good sound. Now, I am starting to cut. This is the bamboo 
that I have chosen and it is old enough. It is already leaning to the side so then I can 
cut it with ease. So I’ll cut this one.  
 
[01:34]  
 
[មុនីវង់ �ប់េផ�/មpប់ឬសWីែដល�ត់�នចង¢ ]ល]  
[CM cuts the bamboo stem that he just pointed to]  
 



[02:03]  
 
េmយnរពុក¤នេធ̀/អងa bចយូរ ឬសWីដុះpន់ែតេjច/ន។ 
o�នប�� េjច/នេmយnរែត¤នpប់យូរ។ អ�� ឹង 
ខ\ ] ំ�នpរលំ�កក� ]ងpរpត់េដ/មឬសWីមួយេដ/មេនះ។  
My father has stopped making Angkuoch for a long while. That is why there are many 
bamboos stems now. There are lots of sticks because we have not cut anything here 
for a long time. So I’m having some difficulties in cutting this bamboo stem.  
 
[02:14]  
 
[មុនីវង់ បន�pប់ឬសW]ី  
[CM continues to cut that bamboo stem]  
 
[02:38]  
 
[មុនីវង់ េដ/រេចញមកពីគុម�ឬសWីប�4 ប់ពីpប់េដ/មឬសWីmច់]  
[CM walks out of the bamboo clump after successfully cutting that bamboo stem]  
 
[02:52]  
 
[មុនីវង់ pត់ែមកតូចៗរបស់ឬសW]ី  
[CM cuts branches of the bamboo]  
 
[03:12]  
 
[មុនីវង់ §ញេដ/មឬសWីេចញមកេj¨]  
[CM pulls on the bamboo stem]  
 
[03:38]  
 
ឥឡl វេនះ ឬសWី�នpប់�នដួលេហ/យ 
ដូេច�ះខ\ ] ំjតlវ«រយកែផ�កYែដលខ\ ] ំ«ចយកេធ̀/[អងa bច]�ន 
េj�ះេដ/ម6ីឬសWី�នែផ�កខ�ះេវ:ង ែផ�កខ� ះjតង់ និងែផ�កខ�ះខូច។  
Now the bamboo stem has fallen, I can start to saw a part that I can use to make 
Angkuoch. Because some parts of this bamboo are uneven, some are straight and 
some are broken.  
 
អ�� ឹងខ\ ] ំមនិ«ចpត់ឱfចំ� ងំ�នេទ។ េប/និ®យពីpរoស់ 
ខ\ ] ំ�នគjមlសj�ប់oស់េmយយកមួយច �̄ មកន�ះ។ ខ\ ] ំpត់យកឬសWីេនះ សj�ប់េធ̀/អងa bច។  
I cannot saw at its node. I have a technique for measuring the length, by using one-
and-a-half times the stretch between my thumb and third finger. I cut this part to 
make the Angkuoch.  
 
[04:02]  
 
[មុនីវង់ «រេដ/មឬសWី²មទំហំែដល�ត់�នoស់]  
[CM saws a piece of bamboo according to the length that he just measured]  
 
[04:20]  
 
[ប�4 ប់ពី«រmច់�� ងេហ/យ មុនីវង់«រឬសWី�� ងេទ:ត]  
[After one side is cut off, CM starts to saw the other]  
 
[04:36]  



 
េពលែដលpត់រចួេហ/យ ខ\ ] ំ�នឬសWីែបបេនះសj�ប់េធ̀/អងa bច។  
After sawing, I can take this piece of bamboo to use it to make Angkuoch.  
 
[04:45]  
 
[មុនីវង់ «រឬសWីពីរកំYត់េទ:តបែន³មេទ:ត]  
[CM saws to get two more pieces of the bamboo]  
 
[05:29]  
 
[មុនីវង់ យករY និងកំYត់ឬសWីែដល«រ�នjតលប់េhផ4ះវ µញ]  
[CM takes a metal hacksaw and takes the pieces of bamboo back to his house]  
 
[05:38 - END]  
 
 
 


